Description:

MITS OnTime will help you use the Muncie Indiana Transit System as efficiently as possible on your daily commutes. With real-time location information, MITS OnTime gives you accurate predictions as to when a bus will be leaving any bus stop on the route you need to use. With user, bus and bus stop locations displayed on an interactive map, you'll always be able to find your way to the nearest stop.

Features:

- Real-time predictions are being made to provide the user with the most accurate ETA for every bus stop of every route
- Live data shows bus stop, bus and user locations for easy navigation during use

User Comments Include:

***Ok I would give it 5 stars if it had a refresh button! It refreshes itself so it's not completely accurate..

****Good job Mits did a great job with this. It has been accurate with in a minute of the routes I use everyday. Would like to see a refresh button added

***Cool It's been ok so far it could use some updating but other then that its working for me

***Sometimes it works. Many days it works just fine but sometimes it shows phantom buses making the round or does not show a bus at all.

****Not real time Great app but not actually real time it refreshes the bus locations every 60 seconds or so, would be nice to have a refresh button due to this